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We examine how affect and accessible thoughts following a major natural disaster influence everyday risk perception. A survey was conducted in the
months following the 2004 south Asian Tsunami in a representative sample of the Swedish population (N = 733). Respondents rated their experienced
affect as well as the perceived risk and benefits of various everyday decision domains. Affect influenced risk and benefit perception in a way that could
be predicted from both the affect-congruency and affect heuristic literatures (increased risk perception and stronger risk-benefit correlations). However,
in some decision domains, self-regulation goals primed by the natural disaster predicted risk and benefit ratings. Together, these results show that affect,
accessible thoughts and motivational states influence perceptions of risks and benefits.
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INTRODUCTION

How do large societal events, like natural disasters, influence
the decisions we make? In recent years major environmental
events (the south Asian tsunami disaster, the Katrina hurricane,
the Tahiti Earthquake) have altered both individual (i.e., dona-
tions) and group decision behaviors (i.e., financial markets).
The psychological impact of such events extends well beyond
those directly affected by the disaster. Previous research in
judgment and decision making has shown that our judgments
and decisions are highly influenced by contextual factors (such
as incidental emotion, affect, or mood; Johnson & Tversky,
1983; Peters, 2006; Slovic, 1995) and that people often rely on
their affective reactions when making decisions (affect heuris-
tic; Slovic et al., 2002). Thus, the affect elicited by major
events is likely to influence everyday judgment and decision
making.
The aim of this paper is to test hypotheses about how the

affect associated with a natural disaster influences the affect-
risk perception link. Previous laboratory findings on the role
of incidental affect and emotion in judgments (Johnson &
Tversky, 1983; Lerner et al., 2003) have shown that incidental
affect can lead to both affect-congruent risk perception (i.e.,
negative affect will lead to pessimistic risk perception; Johnson
& Tversky, 1983) and affect-incongruent risk perception (due
to the activation of regulatory motives such as affect repair; or
other motivated actions or information processing to mitigate
negative feelings; Isen, 1997). Our own work on the affect
heuristic has shown that affective information may be used as
heuristic for risk and benefit judgments (Slovic & Peters, 2006:
Slovic & V€astfj€all, 2010). We expect to find evidence for all
these processes after a major natural disaster since natural

disasters may induce affect as well as different ways of think-
ing about risks. In addition, studying the effects of a major
natural disaster on affect and behavior provides us with addi-
tional information. First of all, although a natural mood and its
impact on judgments is largely idiosyncratic, major environ-
mental events may influence a whole population with very
similar responses across individuals. Such mass responses may
therefore have large societal consequences. Furthermore, this
type of affect may be different in other ways from everyday
changes in mood since it is continually bolstered by new infor-
mation (from media, other people, etc.) and is associated with
uncertainty (how many people were killed? Did I know some-
one who went on vacation in Thailand?). Most importantly, a
major tragic event that involves loss of life is likely to not
only directly influence affect, but also cognitive processes such
as thoughts about one’s own mortality (Arndt, Greenberg,
Solomon, Pyszczynski & Simon, 1997) and may cause a shift
in the way people view the world (Pyszczynski, Greenberg &
Solomon, 1999).
As a result, risk-taking behaviors may change in the popula-

tion exposed to the disaster. Norris, Friedman, Watson, Byrne,
Diaz and Kaniasty (2002) found that risk taking behaviors (e.g.,
alcohol, cigarettes and substance use) significantly increased
among disaster survivors. Increased risk taking behavior has
been observed after disasters even among individuals who were
directly threatened by the disaster. For, instance, Manhattan
residents, randomly sampled, reported significant increases in
substance use in the weeks (Vlahov, Galea, Resnick et al.,
2002) and months following the 9/11 disaster (Vlahov, Galea,
Ahern, Resnick & Kilpatrick, 2004). Overall, it appears that a
perceived threat-to-life increases risk taking, at least in some
decision domains (Ben-Zur & Zeidner, 2009).
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THE PRESENT STUDY

The starting assumption of the present study is that major events
like natural disasters elicit affective responses. Existing research
on events such as 9/11 indeed showed that both general feelings
of anxiety and specific feelings such as anger and fear are
aroused in the general public (Lerner et al. 2003). Consistent
with this and other research in judgment and decision making,
we assume that transient feelings will, in turn, influence judg-
ments of well-being (Schwarz & Clore, 1983), as well as other
everyday judgments and choices in different domains of life
(social, individual decisions about health promoting behaviors,
financial investments, etc.).
We believe that affect may in operate in, at least, three princi-

pal ways:

1. Affect-congruent risk-benefit perception. In the present case,
negative incidental affect would lead to increase perception
of risk of negative outcomes (Johnson & Tversky, 1983);

2. Heuristic risk-benefit perception. Research has found that,
whereas risk and benefit tend to be positively correlated across
hazardous activities in the world (i.e., high-risk activities tend
to have greater benefits than do low-risk activities), they are
negatively correlated in people’s minds and judgments (i.e.,
high risk is associated with low benefit, and vice versa).
Finucane, Alhakami, Slovic and Johnson (2000), noted that
that the inverse relationship between perceived risk and per-
ceived benefit of an activity (e.g., using pesticides) was linked
to the strength of positive or negative affect associated with
that activity as measured by rating the activity on bipolar
scales such as good/bad, nice/awful, and so forth. This finding
implies that people judge a risk not only by what they think
about it but also by how they feel about it. If their feelings
toward an activity are favorable, they tend to judge the risks as
low and the benefits as high; if their feelings toward the activ-
ity are unfavorable, they tend to make the opposite judgment –
high risk and low benefit (i.e., the affect heuristic; Finucane
et al., 2000). It should be noted that currently no experimental
evidence has shown that causal link between mood and the
risk/benefit correlation (although it would be expected from
prior findings such as Johnson & Tversky, 1983); and

3. Motivated risk-benefit perception. People may engage in
activities to alleviate negative affect (Isen, 1997). Affect regu-
lation involves attaining or avoiding a goal state (Gross,
1998). Major disasters are likely to elicit negative affect, and
also to activate thoughts, specific motives, goals, and cogni-
tive structures (e.g., death anxiety, less perceived time left in
life) that may influence behavioral motivations (Ben-Zur &
Zeidner, 2009).

In the present study we assessed the perceived risk and benefits
of various activities (social, recreational, financial, gambling, eth-
ical, etc.) using Weber, Blais and Betz’s (2002) Domain Specific
Risk Taking scale. Some of these domains may be more influ-
enced by goals and motives triggered by a natural disaster. For
example, terror management theory (TMT; Arndt et al., 1997)
suggests that individuals, when thinking about their own mortal-
ity, act in ways consistent with self-esteem maintenance goals.
We argue that, after a natural disaster, certain domains of life

may be more important than others. For instance, research has
shown that in the face of mortality and when the perceived end
of life draws closer, people favor qualitative social relationships
over other activities (Fung & Carstensen, 2006). It may thus be
expected that, for situations that endanger social relations (e.g.,
lying to a friend), the risk of that activity will be perceived as
high and benefits low after a natural disaster. In other domains
where the stakes are monetary (gambling, financial) or involve
immediate gratification (eating unhealthy food), we expect that
people will focus on the slight potential mood enhancing aspects
of winning money and thus perceive the benefits as high (Ferraro,
Baba & Bettman, 2005; Mandel & Heine, 1999).
These different lines of research thus predict three different

effects – the “mere” affect account suggests that incidental affect
elicited by a disaster should have a direct impact on risk
perception and preference so that, across decision domains, it
would amplify perceived risks and attenuate perceived benefits
(Johnson & Tversky, 1983). The affect heuristic predicts that
risk-benefit correlations should become increasingly negative
when the decision maker experiences affect. The motivated
affect regulation account suggest the possibility that thoughts
and incidental feelings trigger different affect regulation motives
in different decisions domains leading to an increased focus on
certain type of behaviors. Consequently, the risk-benefit relation-
ship may be different for different domains depending on the
saliency of other concerns induced by the disaster. For instance,
after exposure to a natural disaster, it is likely that individuals,
in addition to experiencing more negative feelings, have existen-
tial concerns and death-related thoughts (i.e., mortality salience;
Goldenberg & Arndt, 2008) that may override other goals. We
empirically tested these different accounts by obtaining ratings
of risk-benefit perception in the months following the 2004
tsunami disaster.

METHOD

A survey was conducted during February and March 2005, roughly 2
to 3 months after the south Asian Tsunami. Southern Asia is a popu-
lar tourist resort, especially for Scandinavian travelers. Sweden (pop.
ca 9 million) had an unusually high number of tourists visiting the
area at the time of the disaster, and over 500 Swedes were killed or
are missing. The Tsunami disaster was therefore considered a major
national tragedy in Sweden. A consequence of this tragedy, and the
media attention it received, was that many Swedes felt deeply
involved and saddened (e.g., a “national mood”; V€astfj€all, Peters &
Slovic, 2008).

Participants

An experimental mail survey sent to a representative sample of the
Swedish population was returned (77% response rate) by 733 respon-
dents (53% women). In it, 314 respondents were randomly allocated to
the experimental condition; the remaining participants were allocated to
the control condition. Participants ranged in age from 18 to 88 years
(mean 38.3, SD = 14.1).

Experimental manipulation and measures

Instead of manipulating mood per se, we manipulated access to the
global mood produced by the tsunami disaster. Specifically, we used an
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experimental approach resembling the techniques developed by Lerner
et al. (2003) to study how feelings about September 11 influenced risk
perception. In a between groups-design, half of the participants were
asked to write down the three first images that came to mind when hear-
ing the word “tsunami” (the tsunami-remind condition). The other half of
the participants (the control condition) were asked to produce images to
a neutral word (“round”). In an earlier study we have shown that this
method was a reliable method to make the affect and thoughts associated
with the tsunami disaster salient to participants (V€astfj€all et al., 2008),
thus providing us with the opportunity to study the relative impact of
affect between the two conditions.

Risk and benefit perceptions were assessed using Weber et al.’s
(2002) DOSPERT risk-attitude scale. The items covered situations from
six domains (the six domains with an example from each domain were:
Ethical “Cheat on an exam”, Investment “Invest 5% of your salary in a
stock”, Gambling “Spend a day’s income on the race tracks”, Health/
Safety “Spending time in the sun without wearing sun screen”, Recrea-
tion “going down a ski run that is beyond your ability”, and Social
“Disagree with your friend”). For each activity, participants rated per-
ceived benefit and risk on 1–5 (none-very large). The six items for each
domain were combined into six index variables (each domain index had
a Cronbach’s alpha > 0.70).

Respondents first received the experimental manipulation followed by
the DOSPERT risk-benefit measures and additional survey questions
concerning risk perception and behavior. These additional measures
focused on the importance of various behaviors, using a five-point scale
(from 1 = unimportant to 5 = very important), participants were asked to
rate how important it is to (1) invest in their own long-term health (exer-
cising), (2) pursue career goals, (3) obtain material possessions, (4) have
close social relationships, (5) spend money on charity, and (6) achieve
personal goals.

In addition, Diener, Emmons, Larsen and Griffen (1985) subjective
well-being scale (SWLS) was administered. The SWLS is a measure of
primarily the cognitive component of subjective well-being (Pavot &
Diener, 1993). Previous research has demonstrated that measures of the
affective component of subjective well-being is only partly correlated
with SWLS (Gamble & G€arling, 2012; G€arling & Gamble, 2012). How-
ever, a separate sample was used to validate that the manipulation used

here induced affect (reported in V€astfj€all et al., 2008). These separate
participants rated affect on valence, activation, and a number of specific
emotions (sad, depressed, anxious, worried, angry) as significantly higher
in the tsunami-remind condition than in the control condition (see
V€astfj€all et al., 2008 for details). Further, affect ratings correlated signifi-
cantly with ratings on the SWLS. Therefore, and as in our previous
study, the SWLS measure was used as a proxy for overall affect in the
present study (V€astfj€all et al., 2008).

RESULTS

Respondents reminded about the tsunami rated their overall
well-being as lower than participants in the control condition
(mean well-being = 3.55 and 4.54 in tsunami-remind and control
conditions, respectively; F(1,732) = 163.32, p < 0.001.
Consistent with a mere affect-congruency account, average

risk perception was higher in the tsunami-remind condition than
the control condition (See Table 1). However, opposite to what
may be expected from the affect-congruency account, overall
benefits were also higher in the tsunami-remind condition. In
addition, the influence of the manipulation was, as expected, dif-
ferent in different domains. Table 1 shows the means and uni-
variate inferential tests across the decision domains. Participants
in the tsunami-remind condition reported increased risks and
decreased benefits of activities in the social (e.g., argue with a
friend) and ethical (cheat on an exam) domains. In contrast, per-
ceived risks and benefits of financial activities (e.g., investing
5% of your salary in funds) was higher in the tsunami-remind
condition than in the control condition. Risk perceptions of
health-threatening behavior (e.g., drinking five beers in one
night) were lower while benefits were higher in the tsunami-
remind condition. No effects were found for the recreational
domain.

Table 1. Mean risk and benefits ratings and inferential statistics for the comparison of tsunami–remind vs. control conditions

Domain
Tsunami-remind Control

F pM (SD) M (SD)

Overall
Average risk 3.39 (0.94) 3.12 (1.05) 4.81 0.028
Average benefit 2.26 (0.98) 2.01 (1.00) 7.46 0.001
Ave. risk-benefit r –0.24 –0.06 z = 1.7, p = 0 .08
Domain-specific effects
Social risk 2.09 (1.04) 1.84 (0.82) 25.37 0.001
Social benefit 3.07 (0.96) 3.21 (0.97) 6.36 0.012
Social risk-benefit r –0.14 0.04 z = 2.5, p < 0.01
Recreational risk 3.19 (1.00) 3.10 (0.93) 1.62 0.203
Recreational benefit 2.40 (1.01) 2.38 (0.93) 0.08 0.784
Rec. risk-benefit r –0.46 –0.29 z = 2.6, p < 0.01
Gamble risk 4.28 (0.96) 4.26 (0.96) 0.10 0.750
Gamble benefit 1.67 (0.91) 1.68 (0.96) 0.09 0.756 0.00
Gamble risk-benefit r –0.22 –0.14 z = 2.5, p < 0.01
Ethical risk 3.95 (0.97) 3.37 (1.00) 14.99 0.001
Ethical benefit 1.47 (1.01) 1.68 (0.99) 16.34 0.001
Ethical risk-benefit r –0.21 –0.10 z = 1.8, p = 0.07
Investment risk 3.49 (1.03) 3.19 (0.91) 13.41 0.001
Investment benefit 2.98 (1.07) 2.63 (0.90) 17.24 0.001
Fin. risk-benefit r –0.28 0.16 z = 5.8, p < 0.001
Health risk 3.47 (1.08) 3.67 (0.95) 9.18 0.003
Health benefit 1.96 (0.95) 1.75 (0.96) 13.42 0.001
Health risk-benefit r –0.22 –0.32 z = 1.7, p = 0.08
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Independent of these mean effects, the affect heuristic
account suggests that the risk-benefit correlation should be more
negatively correlated in the tsunami-remind condition. As pre-
dicted, in four out of six decision domains, the risk-benefit
correlation is significantly more negative in the experimental
condition than in the control condition (see Table 1). The effect
is in the expected direction, but is not significant in the ethical
domain. Only in the health domain is the risk-benefit correlation
opposite to what might be expected; this effect, however, was
not significant.
Two mediation analyses of the overall risk and benefit ratings,

respectively, were then conducted. First, we demonstrated that
both risk ratings (beta weight = 0.18, p < 0.05) and benefit rat-
ings (beta weight = 0.23, p < 0.05) were higher in the tsunami
remind condition than in the control condition. Second, support-
ing the notion that affect mediates risk perception, a mediation
analysis showed that the effect of the condition variable on risk
perception was no longer significant (beta weight = 0.03, ns)
when well-being (our proxy for affect; beta weight = 0.11,
p < 0.05) was entered as a mediator, F(2,732) = 6.08, p < 0.05,
Sobel z = 2.1, p < 0.05. For benefit judgments, however, the
beta weight (0.12, p < 0.05) for the condition variable was still
significant when entering well-being (beta weight = 0.01, ns).
In an additional analysis of the ratings of importance of vari-

ous behaviors it was found that respondents reminded about the
tsunami reported that it was less important to invest in their own
long-term health (exercising) (Ms = 2.1 vs 3.2, p < 0.05), less
important to pursue career goals Ms 1.8 vs 2.4 p < 0.05), and
less important to obtain material possessions (Ms 1.4 vs 2.0,
p < 0.05 where 1 = not important at all and 5 = very important)
than did participants in the control condition. Instead, those
reminded about the tsunami rated close social relationships as
more important (4.1 vs. 3.3, p < 0.001), spending money on
charity as more important (3.8 vs 2.9, p < 0.01), and achieving
personal goals (4.0 vs 3.4, p < 0.05) as more important than
participants in the control condition.

DISCUSSION

Taken together, risk perceptions were higher across domains in
the tsunami-remind condition (except for the health domain).
The effects of condition on perceived benefits, however,
depended on domain. It thus appears as if people overall used
the affect elicited by thinking about the tsunami to infer the risk
of an activity (i.e., an affect-congruent effect). The perceived
benefit of an activity, however, appeared to be partly driven by
the overall affect (as expected from the affect heuristic work)
and partly by something different than experienced affect.
What mechanism then underlies the benefit ratings? First, it

should be noted that the relative weight of perceived risks and
benefits determines preferences for options (Weber et al., 2002).
The perceived benefit of doing something that may jeopardize
social relations or doing something that is unethical was low,
while the potential benefit of winning money or eating good (but
unhealthy) food was high in the tsunami-remind condition (rela-
tive to the control condition). These findings are consistent with
the notion that thinking about the tsunami elicits, not only nega-
tive affect, but also a change in thoughts, priorities, and goals

similar to a changed time horizon as the end of life nears
(Carstensen, 2006). The finding that participants perceived social
relations as important is consistent with what can be seen among
the elderly and other individuals experiencing that time is limited
(Fung & Carstensen, 2006). We have earlier demonstrated that
young adult participants reminded about the tsunami reported
significant negative feelings that lead them to be more pessimis-
tic about the future, viewing time as more limited, and holding
fewer possibilities (V€astfj€all et al., 2008).
A similar account is offered by Terror Management Theory that

suggests that making death and mortality salient will cause exis-
tential anxiety. In order to deal with anxiety, individuals may
defend their worldview and attempt to enhance self-esteem.
Worldview defense may lead to actions and perceptions congruent
with the norm to want to maintain a sense of being a member of a
reality that will persist after one’s own physical death (Arndt
et al., 1997). As an example, Arndt et al. (2002) found that peo-
ple reminded about their own death prescribed a harsher punish-
ment for moral transgression. A similar effect can be seen here
where the benefits of performing an immoral act were much lower
for participants reminded about the tsunami (compared to the con-
trol condition). Consistent with this reasoning, we found that
respondents reminded about the tsunami reported wanting to
invest more in their own long-term health (exercising) and rated
pursuing career goals and obtaining material possessions to be less
important. Participants reminded about the tsunami further rated
close social relationships, spending money on charity, achieving
personal goals as more important.
Self-esteem enhancement may also interact with self-regula-

tory mechanisms. For instance, Ferraro et al. (2005) showed that
making mortality salient led to more or less indulgent behavior
(eating or donating money) depending on whether the domain
was an important source of self-esteem for the individual. It may
be argued that a host of behaviors (maintaining social relations,
acting morally, eating food, winning money to improve a mood)
were more salient, meaningful, and possible sources for self-
esteem improvement for individuals reminded about the tsunami.
Thus, from this perspective, it makes sense that participants
in the tsunami-remind preferred both self-directed immediate
reward activities (e.g., eating good but unhealthy food, drinking
beer) and other-directed (social and moral) activities more than
participants in the control condition did. The finding that affect
did not mediate the effects of condition on perceived benefits is
also consistent with TMT that predicts that various cognitive pro-
cesses, rather than affect per se, are responsible for heightened
worldview defense and self-esteem bolstering (Arndt et al., 1997;
but see Lambert, Eadeh, Peak, Scherer, Schott & Slochower,
2014 for a different perspective).
The observed direct effect of experienced affect on risk per-

ception, however, suggests that affect plays an important role in
decision behavior following a major natural disaster. It is inter-
esting to note that the observed discrepancy between the effects
of experienced affect on risk judgments and benefit judgments
mimics the discrepancy between mood effects on risk perception
on the one hand and risk-taking behavior on the other hand
(Andrade, 2005). In this literature, a positive mood has typically
lead to more optimistic risk estimates and a negative mood to
more pessimistic risk estimates (i.e., a mood-congruent effect;
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Johnson & Tversky, 1983). For risk taking behavior on the other
hand, positive mood sometimes leads to risk taking, sometimes
to risk aversion. A possible explanation has been that various
affect regulation strategies, rather than affect itself, drive behav-
ior (Andrade, 2005). A conceptually similar two-stage model of
the effects of thinking about the tsunami on risk and benefit
judgments can be advanced here. Thoughts about the disaster
cause: (1) negative affect and (2) various concerns (e.g., mortal-
ity salience, thoughts about that one’s own time is limited) that
trigger self-regulation strategies and motivates behavior. Certain
domains of life are more sensitive to these concerns leading to
various self-regulation attempts and behavior consistent with the
goals and norms made salient by the disaster (maintaining social
relations, acting morally), whereas other domains and motiva-
tions will be less important (saving money rather than spending
now or eating healthy to live longer).
Both theoretical and empirical research has identified the

different roles that affect plays in everyday decision making
(Peters, 2006; Peters, V€astfj€all, G€arling & Slovic, 2006) and in
decision behavior following major societal events such as 9/11
(Lerner et al., 2003). The present research found that major nat-
ural disasters may influence judgment and decisions beyond
what has been documented before. In line with previous work
on the affect heuristic (Finucane et al., 2000; Slovic et al.,
2002), we found that affect influences risk and benefit percep-
tion, A very important result of the present research was that
increased affect through the tsunami reminder led to more nega-
tive risk benefit correlations, thus showing the causal impact
of mood on these inverse correlations. Because prior studies
(Finucane et al., 2000) did not assess affect after their experi-
mental manipulation of time pressure, this study is the first to
show the causal impact of mood on the inverse correlation. We
also extend the affect heuristic framework by showing that other
factors elicited by an affect-laden situation such as natural disas-
ter may influence perceived benefits over and above direct
effects of experienced affect. Further research should address the
relationship experienced affect, existential thoughts, and self-
regulation goals in motivating decision behavior.

The research reported in this paper was supported by National Science
Foundation; contract/grant numbers: SES–0517770; SES–0526020;
SES–0339204; SES–0241313. We thank the editor and two anonymous
reviewers for their comments.
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